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Radical-01

18B00 𘬵 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B00
18B01 𘬶 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B01
18B02 𘬷 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B02
18B03 𘬸 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B03
18B04 𘬹 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B04
18B05 𘬺 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B05
18B06 𘬻 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B06
18B07 𘬼 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B07
18B08 𘬽 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B08
18B09 𘬾 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B09
18B0A 𘬿 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0A
18B0B 𘭀 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0B
18B0C 𘭁 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0C
18B0D 𘭂 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0D
18B0E 𘭃 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0E
18B0F 𘭄 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0F
18B10 𘭅 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B10
18B11 𘭆 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B11
18B12 𘭇 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B12
18B13 𘭈 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B13
18B14 𘭉 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B14
18B15 𘭊 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B15
18B16 𘭋 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B16
18B17 𘭌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B17
18B18 𘭍 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B18
18B19 𘭎 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B19
18B1A 𘭏 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1A
18B1B 𘭐 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1B
18B1C 𘭑 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1C
18B1D 𘭒 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1D
18B1E 𘭓 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1E
18B1F 𘭔 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1F
18B20 𘭕 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B20
18B21 𘭖 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B21
18B22 𘭗 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B22
18B23 𘭘 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B23
18B24 𘭙 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B24
18B25 𘭚 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B25
18B26 𘭛 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B26
18B27 𘭜 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B27
18B28 𘭝 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B28
18B29 𘭞 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B29
18B2A 𘭟 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2A
18B2B 𘭠 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2B
18B2C 𘭡 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2C
18B2D 𘭢 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2D
18B2E 𘭣 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2E
18B2F 𘭤 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2F
18B30 𘭥 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B30
18B31 𘭦 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B31
18B32 𘭧 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B32
18B33 𘭨 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B33
18B34 𘭩 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B34
18B35 𘭪 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B35

Radical-02

18B36 𘭫 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B36
18B37 𘭬 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B37
18B38 𘭭 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B38
Radical-14
18C64 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C64
18C65 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C65
18C66 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C66
18C67 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C67
18C68 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C68
18C69 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C69
18C6A 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C6A
18C6B 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C6B
18C6C 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C6C
18C6D 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C6D
18C6E 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C6E
18C6F 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C6F
18C70 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C70
18C71 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C71
18C72 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C72
18C73 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C73
18C74 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C74
18C75 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C75
18C76 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C76
18C77 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C77
18C78 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C78
18C79 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C79
18C7A 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C7A
18C7B 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C7B
18C7C 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C7C
18C7D 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C7D
18C7E 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C7E

Radical-15
18C7F 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C7F
18C80 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C80
18C81 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C81
18C82 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C82
18C83 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C83
18C84 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C84
18C85 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C85
18C86 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C86
18C87 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C87
18C88 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C88
18C89 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C89
18C8A 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C8A
18C8B 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C8B

Radical-16
18C8C 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C8C
18C8D 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C8D
18C8E 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C8E
18C8F 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C8F
18C90 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C90
18C91 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C91
18C92 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C92
18C93 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C93
18C94 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C94

Radical-17
18C95 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C95
18C96 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C96
18C97 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C97
18C98 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C98
18C99 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C99
18C9A 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C9A
18C9B 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C9B
18C9C 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C9C
18C9D 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C9D
18C9E 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C9E
18C9F 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C9F
18CA0 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA0
18CA1 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA1
18CA2 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA2
18CA3 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA3
18CA4 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA4
18CA5 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA5
18CA6 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA6
18CA7 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA7
18CA8 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA8
18CA9 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CA9
18CAA 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CAA
18CAB 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CAB
18CAC 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CAC
18CAD 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CAD
18CAE 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CAE
18CAF 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CAF
18CBA 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CBA
18CBB 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CBB
18CBC 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CBC
18CBD 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CBD
18CBE 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CBE
18CBF 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CBF

Radical-18
18CC0 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC0
18CC1 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC1
18CC2 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC2
18CC3 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC3
18CC4 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC4
18CC5 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC5
18CC6 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC6
18CC7 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC7
18CC8 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC8
18CC9 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CC9
18CCA 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CCA
18CBB 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CBB

Radical-19
18CCC 夫 KITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CCC
18CCD 𘳍 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CCD
18CCE 𘳎 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CCE
18CCF 𘳏 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CCF
18CD0 𘳐 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CD0
18CD1 𘳑 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CD1
18CD2 𘳒 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CD2

Radical-20
18CD3 𘳓 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CD3
18CD4 𘳔 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CD4
18CD5 𘳕 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CD5

Indication of missing character
18CFF 𘳿 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CFF
• represents a lost or illegible character